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Abstract-Paths along faces of a polyhedron can be assimilated to paths along the branches of 
a tree graph. This paper shows the pruned trees corresponding to all Hamiltonian paths of regular 
polyhedra enumerated by the author in a previous paper [l]. 
INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [l], I have deduced the numbers of Hamiltonian face paths for each regular 
polyhedron. A Hamiltonian path of faces of a polyhedron results when an itinerary is followed 
along all its faces without repeating any of them. As one follows a Hamiltonian face path, each 
face is touched once, and only once, without entering any one face twice. Similarly, a Hamiltonian 
path of vertices of a polyhedron results when we follow an itinerary along all its vertices, without 
repeating any of them. Following a Hamiltonian vertex path, each vertex is touched once, and 
only once, without visiting any vertex twice. 
The numbers of Hamiltonian face paths for each of the five Platonic bodies, when two initial 
faces are given, are shown in the table below. 
Dodecahedron 
In the same paper, I have discussed a method for random generation of regular polyhedra 
and its relation with the occurrence of Hamiltonian paths. Being N the number of faces of a 
given polyhedron, theoretical values of the probability of generating a Hamiltonian path in a 
trip of N legs, can be deduced dividing the corresponding number of Hamiltonian paths by the 
corresponding number of all possible itineraries of N legs. That number is deduced taking into 
account the fact that we begin the itinerary going from face 1 to face 2; once on face 2, we can 
choose any one of its M sides to attach a new face to it. The same situation arises in the next 
face, and so on, until the (N - l)th face. Consequently, the total number of all possible itineraries 
is equal to the number of sides of each face elevated to the power (number of faces minus 2), that 
is to McNF2). If returning to the last selected face is forbidden, i.e., if the condition of no-retreat 
hAIds, the total number of all possible itineraries is equal to (M - 1)N-2. 
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The total number of all possible itineraries, given two initial faces and under no retreat, are 
shown below. 
mi 
So, the corresponding probabilities to generate at random a Hamiltonian route, given two 
initial faces and under no retreat, are shown below. 
GENERATOR LISTS OF A POLYHEDRON 
Paths along faces were described in same paper using an intrinsic geometrical approach, follow- 
ing an idea similar to the one used by Hamilton in his paper [2] (see also [l]). For each path, we 
make up a list that we call the generator list. The elements of a generator list are the necessary 
successive values of the number of movements along the sides of a present face to define the 
position of the next face. 
A generator list describes a way of constructing a polyhedron and also a Hamiltonian path. 
Its elements define, step by step, the process that leads to the assemblage of a form and they 
intrinsically represent the corresponding geometrical structure. 
In the same paper, we used the information given by the generator list to develop a method 
for building up regular polyhedra. The method is based on the successive generation of faces, 
each one forming with the precedent one the same external dihedral angle that in the polyhedron 
under study. Each new added face is built alongside the precedent, selecting one of its edges 
according to the digits of the generator list. 
We call present face the face just added; next or new face, the face to be built afterwards; 
and with previous or past face, we designate the face built before the present one. The selection 
of a side of the present face is made in correspondence with the digits 0, 1, . . , (M - 2), being 
A4 the number of sides of the face. For the value 0 of the digit, the new face is attached to the 
side that follows, in the counterclock-wise sense, the side common to the present face and the 
previous or past face. The other values indicate the other sides following the counterclock-wise 
sense. In that way, the series of the values of the digits of the generator list controls the process 
of generation defining to which edge of a face the new face should be added. In summary, each 
digit of a generator list indicates sequentially, in the counterclock-wise sense and for each face, 
the edge of the present face adjacent to the next face. 
The polyhedron is thus shaped by a sum of faces that are added in succession until the con- 
struction of the complete polyhedron is finished. 
The elements of a generator list can be regarded as an intrinsic identifier number of a path, 
having 2 as base (binary number) for the tetrahedron, the octahedron and the icosahedron, 3 as 
base (ternary number) for the cube, and 4 as a base (quaternary number) for the dodecahedron. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
A generator list can be considered as a record of a journey describing the manner in which the 
faces of a polyhedron have been visited. Journeys can be represented by means of tree graphs as 
explained below. 
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For example, for the tetrahedron as well as for the octahedron and the icosahedron, the tree 
graph is a binay tree, a tree in which each branch sprouts only two branches. Each branch 
consists of a straight line with two more branches (sub-branches) at its end. 
We can assume-following a notation similar to Hamilton nomenclature-that a number 0 in 
a generator list means turning left at a node; a number 1, means turning right. As each node 
is the departing point of two branches, if one approaches a node along one branch and retracing 
one’s route along the previous branch is forbidden, we have the choice of either turning left (0) 
or turning right (1). Thus, any route in the tree graph can be represented, departing from an 
initial trunk, as a succession of O’s and l’s, following the same convention we have adopted for 
the path generator lists, excluding the first zero (see [l] for further details). 
The following Logo computer procedure draws a binary tree, in which each branch sprouts two 
branches. It is assumed that the length of each sprouted branch is reduced by a factor with 
regards to that of the parent one. Each branch consists of a straight with two more branches 
(sub-branches) at its end. The branching angle is ang. Input variable level measures the number 
of branching processes. 
to arbo12 :long :factor :level :ang 
if (:level + 1) = 0 [stop] 
forward :long 
left :ang 
arbo12 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
right :ang * 2 




In the following paragraphs, tree graphs corresponding to face paths of the five regular polyhe- 
dra are shown. For each polyhedron, the complete tree graph of all possible branches (itineraries) 
is first displayed. Secondly, the tree graph with the branches related to Hamiltonian itineraries 
(pruned tree graph) is displayed. The probability values mentioned above measure the rela- 
tion between the number of itineraries in the pruned tree graph and the number of all possible 
itineraries in the complete tree graph. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
FOR THE TETRAHEDRON 
The number of all different face paths departing from two initial faces, with the condition of 
no-retreat is 22. All those paths can be associated to the 22 extreme branches or itineraries from 
trunk to tips of a binary tree of level 2, as it is shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 
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The number of Hamiltonian face paths-each face is visited once, without entering any face 




The Hamiltonian path generator lists define associated itineraries or tips in the complete binary 
tree representation (Figure 2). 
Figure 2 
The tree routes defined by the Hamilton path generator lists are indicated by marks at the 
corresponding tips in the above drawing. Or, we can just only draw the branches corresponding 
to Hamiltonian paths as represented in Figure 3. 
Figure 3. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
FOR THE OCTAHEDRON 
The number of all different face paths, departing from two initial faces with the condition of 
no-retreat is 26. All those paths can be associated to the 26 extreme branches or itineraries from 
trunk to tips of a binary tree of level 6 (Figure 4). 
Figure 4. 
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The number of Hamiltonian face paths-each face is visited once, without entering any face 








The Hamiltonian path generator lists define associated itineraries or tips in the complete binary 
tree representation (see Figure 5). 
Figure 5. 
The tree routes defined by the Hamilton path generator lists are indicated by marks at corre- 
sponding tips in the above drawing. Only the routes corresponding to Hamilton paths are drawn 
in Figure 6. 
Figure 6. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
FOR THE ICOSAHEDRON 
The number of all different face paths, departing from two initial faces with the condition of 
no-retreat is 2’*. All those paths can be associated to the 218 extreme branches or itineraries 
from trunk to tips of a binary tree of level 18 (see Figures 7 and 8). 
u\HzA 27:5-H 
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ICOSAHRDRON 
Figure 7. Incomplete drawing with only with 9 
branching levels. 
Figure 8. Complete drawing with all 18 branching 
levels. 
The number of Hamiltonian face paths-each face is visited once, without entering any face 
























































The Hamiltonian path generator lists define associated itineraries or tips in the complete binary 
tree representation. The tree routes defined by the Hamilton path generator lists are drawn in 
Figure 9. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
FOR THE CUBE 
The tree representation for the cube corresponds to a ternary tree, one in which each branch 
sprouts three branches. For the drawings, it is assumed that the length of each sprouted branch 
is reduced by a factor with regards that of the parent one. Each branch consists of a straight 
with three more branches (sub-branches) at its end. On the following procedure, the branching 
angle is ang and the input variable level measures the number of branching processes. 
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Figure 9 
to arbo13 :long :factor :level :ang 
if (:level + 1) = 0 [stop] 
forward :long 
left :ang 
arbo13 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
right :ang 
arbo13 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
right :ang 




For the cube tree, at each node there are three departing branches. Hence, if we approach 
a node by one branch, the routes open to us are one to the left, one corresponding to taking 
the middle branch, and one to the right. We can denote each route with the digits 0, 1 and 
2. The number of all different face paths, departing from two initial faces with the condition of 
no-retreat-that is, retracing a path along the previous face is forbidden, so that a new face must 
necessarily be chosen-is 34 . All those paths can be associated to the 34 extreme branches or 
itineraries from trunk to tips of a ternary tree of level 4 (see Figure 10). 
CUBE 
Figure 10. 
The number of Hamiltonian face paths-each face is visited once, without entering any face 
twice-is 10 for the cube. The generator lists-ordered by intrinsic number-are: 












The Hamiltonian path generator lists define associated itineraries or tips in the complete 
ternary tree representation (see Figure 11). 
Figure 11. 
The tree routes defined by the Hamilton path generator lists are indicated by marks at corre- 
sponding tips on the above drawing. In next figure, only the branches corresponding to Hamil- 
tonian paths are drawn (see Figure 12). 
Figure 12. 
TREE REPRESENTATION OF GENERATOR LISTS 
FORTHEDODECAHEDRON 
The tree representation for the dodecahedron corresponds to a quaternary tree: a tree in which 
each branch sprouts four branches. For the drawings, it is assumed that the length of each 
sprouted branch is reduced by a factor with regards that of the parent one. Each branch consists 
of a straight with four more branches (sub-branches) at its end. The following procedure, draws 
a quaternary tree; the branching angle is ang and the input variable level measures the number 
of branching processes. 
to arbo14 :long :factor :level :ang 
if (:level + 1) = 0 [stop] 
forward :long 
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left :ang / 2 
arbol4 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
left :ang 
arbo14 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
right :ang * 2 
arbo14 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
right :ang 
arbo14 :long * :factor :factor :level - 1 :ang 
left (:ang + :ang / 2) 
back :long 
end 
For the dodecahedron tree, at each node there are four departing branches. Hence, if we 
approach a node by one branch, there are four routes open to us. Using 0 and 3 for the operations 
of turning first left and first right, we can define 1 and 2 to denote the operations of turning second 
on the left and second on the right at a node. 
The number of all different face paths, departing from two initial faces with the condition of 
no-retreat-that is, retracing a path along the previous face is forbidden, so that a new face must 
necessarily be chosen-is 4 . lo All those paths can be associated to the 41° extreme branches or 
itineraries from trunk to tips of a quaternary tree of level 10 (see Figures 13 and 14). 
DODECAHRDRON 
Figure 13. Incomplete drawing with only 5 branch- Figure 14. Complete drawing with all 10 branching 
ing levels. levels. 
The number of Hamiltonian face paths-each face is visited once, without entering any face 
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(The complete list, size 1264, is given in the Appendix.) The Hamiltonian path generator 
lists define associated itineraries or tips in the complete quaternary tree representation. In the 
following figure, only the branches corresponding to Hamiltonian paths are drawn. 
Figure 15. 
CONCLUSION 
Tree graphs corresponding to face paths of the five regular polyhedra offer a new way of 
visualizing Hamilton’s problem. For each polyhedron, we have first drawn the figure of the 
complete tree graph, of all possible branches (itineraries); then, the tree graph with the branches 
corresponding to Hamiltonian itineraries (pruned tree graph). This gives a graphic measure of the 
relation between the number of Hamiltonian itineraries and the number of all possible itineraries. 
The following table summarizes our results. 
A B C D E F 
Tetrahedron binary 2 4 2 0.5 
Cube ternary 4 81 10 0.1235 
Octahedron binary 6 64 6 0.09375 
Dodecahedron quaternary 10 1,048,576 1,264 0.001205 
Icosahedron binary 18 262,144 54 0.0002060 
l A: Polyhedron 
l B: ‘Ike type 
0 C: Tree level 
l D: Number of tips of complete tree 
l E: Number of tips of pruned tree 
l F: Densities of pruned trees in relation to complete trees 
APPENDIX 
HAMILTONIAN PATHS OF THE DODECAHEDRON 
COMPLETE LISTING OF THE GENERATOR LISTS (ORDERED) 
0111212223 0111313011 0113032012 0120231201 0123102132 0130301321 0132020322 
0111212230 0111320132 0113102312 0120303123 0123102301 0130320123 0132023011 
0111212303 0111320301 0113130113 0120303130 0123103023 0130320130 0132030132 
0111212310 0111321023 0113130120 0120303203 0123103030 0130320203 0132030301 
0111213032 0111321030 0113201231 0120303210 0123103103 0130320210 0132031023 
0111213201 0111321103 0113203013 0120322012 0123103110 0131022302 0132031030 
0111220322 0111321110 0113203020 0121032123 0123110313 0131023031 0132031103 
0111223011 0112031223 0113210223 0121032130 0123110320 0131030321 0132031110 
0111230132 0112031230 0113210230 0121032203 0123112102 0131103221 0132102223 
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0111230301 0112031303 0113210303 0121032210 0130122132 0131301132 0132102230 
0111231023 0112031310 0113210310 0121320121 0130122301 0131301301 0132102303 
0111231030 0112032032 0113211032 0122013212 0130123023 0131302023 0132102310 
0111231103 0112032201 0113211201 0122301123 0130123030 0131302030 0132103032 
0111231110 0112230112 0120221231 0122301130 0130123103 0131302103 0132103201 
0111302223 0112303012 0120223013 0122301203 0130123110 0131302110 0132110322 
0111302230 0112310302 0120223020 0122301210 0130130313 0132012223 0132113011 
0111302303 0112311031 0120230223 i)123011321 0130130320 0132012230 0132120132 
0111302310 0113013123 0120230230 0123030123 0130132102 0132012303 0132120301 
0111303032 0113013130 0120230303 0123030130 0130203213 0132012310 0132121023 
0111303201 0113013203 3120233310 0123030203 0130203220 0132013032 0132121030 
0111310322 0113013210 0120231032 0123030210 0130231021 0132013201 0132121103 
0132121110 0223021201 0301320301 0312301210 0322031110 1023031110 1032013203 
0202121313 0230113123 0301321023 0313011321 0322102223 1023102223 1032013210 
0202121320 0230113130 0301321030 0313030123 0322102230 1023102230 1032032012 
0202123102 0230113203 0301321103 0313030130 0322102303 1023102303 1032102312 
0202130231 0230113210 0301321110 0313030203 0322102310 1023102310 1032130113 
0202132013 0230132012 0302031223 0313030210 0322103032 1023103032 1032130120 
0202132020 0230202312 0302031230 0313102132 0322103201 1023103201 1032201231 
0202203131 0230230113 0302031303 0313102301 0322110322 1023110322 1032203013 
0202230202 0230230120 0302031310 0313103023 0322113011 1023113011 1032203020 
0202301313 0230301231 0302032032 0313103030 0322120132 1023120132 1032210223 
0202301320 0230303013 0302032201 0313103103 0322120301 1023120301 1032210230 
0202303102 0230303020 0302230112 0313103110 0322121023 1023121023 1032210303 
0202310231 0230310223 0302303012 0313110313 0322121030 1023121030 1032210310 
0202312013 0230310230 0302310302 0313110320 0322121103 1023121103 1032211032 
0202312020 0230310303 0302311031 0313112102 0322121110 1023121110 1032211201 
0203022132 0230310310 0303013123 0320122132 1021122132 1030212223 1103112223 
0203022301 0230311032 0303013130 0320122301 1021122301 1030212230 1103112230 
0203023023 0230311201 0303013203 0320123023 1021123023 1030212303 1103112303 
0203023030 0231021313 0303013210 0320123030 1021123030 1030212310 1103112310 
0203023103 0231021320 0303032012 0320123103 1021123103 1030213032 1103113032 
0203023110 0231023102 0303102312 0320123110 1021123110 1030213201 1103113201 
0203030313 0231030231 0303130113 0320130313 1021130313 1030220322 1103120322 
0203030320 0231032013 0303130120 0320130320 1021130320 1030223011 1103123011 
0203032102 0231032020 0303201231 0320132102 1021132102 1030230132 1103130132 
0203103213 0231103131 0303203013 0320203213 1021203213 1030230301 1103130301 
0203103220 0231130202 0303203020 0320203220 1021203220 1030231023 1103131023 
0203131021 0231201313 0303210223 0320231021 1021231021 1030231030 1103131030 
0203201321 0231201320 0303210230 0320301321 1021301321 1030231103 1103131103 
0203220123 0231203102 0303210303 0320320123 1021320123 1030231110 1103131110 
0203220130 0231210231 0303210310 0320320130 1021320130 1030302223 1103202223 
0203220203 0231212013 0303211032 0320320203 1021320203 1030302230 1103202230 
0203220210 0231212020 0303211201 0320320210 1021320210 1030302303 1103202303 
0210312132 0301212223 0310221231 0321022302 1022022302 1030302310 1103202310 
0210312301 0301212230 0310223013 0321023031 1022023031 1030303032 1103203032 
0210313023 0301212303 0310223020 0321030321 1022030321 1030303201 1103203201 
0210313030 0301212310 0310230223 0321103221 1022103221 1030310322 1103210322 
0210313103 0301213032 0310230230 0321301132 1022301132 1030313011 1103213011 
0210313110 0301213201 0310230303 0321301301 1022301301 1030320132 1103220132 
0210320313 0301220322 0310230310 0321302023 1022302023 1030320301 1103220301 
0210320320 0301223011 0310231032 0321302030 1022302030 1030321023 1103221023 
0210322102 0301230132 0310231201 0321302103 1022302103 1030321030 1103221030 
0212310212 0301230301 0310303123 0321302110 1022302110 1030321103 1103221103 
0213201302 0301231023 0310303130 0322012223 1023012223 1030321110 1103221110 
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0213202031 0301231030 0310303203 0322012230 1023012230 1031031223 1122301122 
0220131302 0301231103 0310303210 0322012303 1023012303 1031031230 1123030122 
0220132031 0301231110 0310322012 0322012310 1023012310 1031031303 1123103022 
0221023121 0301302223 0311032123 0322013032 1023013032 1031031310 1123110312 
0223011231 0301302230 0311032130 0322013201 1023013201 1031032032 1130320122 
0223013013 0301302303 0311032203 0322020322 1023020322 1031032201 1131301131 
0223013020 0301302310 0311032210 0322023011 1023023011 1031230112 1132030131 
0223020223 0301303032 0311320121 0322030132 1023030132 1031303012 1132102302 
0223020230 0301303201 0312013212 0322030301 1023030301 1031310302 1132103031 
0223020303 0301310322 0312301123 0322031023 1023031023 1031311031 1132110321 
0223020310 0301313011 0312301130 0322031030 1023031030 1032013123 1201311231 
0223021032 0301320132 0312301203 0322031103 1023031103 1032013130 1201313013 
1201313020 1303201230 2012303020 2102303023 2230130132 2303030132 2311303012 
1201320223 1303201303 2012310223 2102303030 2230130301 2303030301 2311310302 
1201320230 1303201310 2012310230 2102303103 2230131023 2303031023 2311311031 
1201320303 1303202032 2012310303 2102303110 2230131030 2303031030 2312013123 
1201320310 1303202201 2012310310 2102310313 2230131103 2303031103 2312013130 
1201321032 1310213202 2012311032 2102310320 2230131110 2303031110 2312013203 
1201321201 1310302311 2012311201 2102312102 2230202223 2303102223 2312013210 
1203220122 1311031311 2013021313 2103031132 2230202230 2303102230 2312032012 
1210231123 1313011313 2013021320 2103031301 2230202303 2303102303 2312102312 
1210231130 1313011320 2013023102 2103032023 2230202310 2303102310 2312130113 
1210231203 1313013102 2013030231 2103032030 2230203032 2303103032 2312130120 
1210231210 1313020231 2013032013 2103032103 2230203201 2303103201 2312201231 
1213201213 1313022013 2013032020 2103032110 2230210322 2303110322 2312203013 
1213201220 1313022020 2013103131 2103221022 2230213011 2303113011 2312203020 
1220123112 1320121313 2013130202 2110321132 2230220132 2303120132 2312210223 
1223011223 1320121320 2013201313 2110321301 2230220301 2303120301 2312210230 
1223011230 1320123102 2013201320 2110322023 2230221023 2303121023 2312210303 
1223011303 1320130231 2013203102 2110322030 2230221030 2303121030 2312210310 
1223011310 1320132013 2013210231 2110322103 2230221103 2303121103 2312211032 
1223012032 1320132020 2013212013 2110322110 2230221110 2303121110 2312211201 
1223012201 1320203131 2013212020 2113210221 2301122132 2310212223 3011212223 
1230112311 1320230202 2020311313 2120132113 2301122301 2310212230 3011212230 
1230301223 1320301313 2020311320 2120132120 2301123023 2310212303 3011212303 
1230301230 1320301320 2020313102 2123102123 2301123030 2310212310 3011212310 
1230301303 1320303102 2020320231 2123102130 2301123103 2310213032 3011213032 
1230301310 1320310231 2020322013 2123102203 2301123110 2310213201 3011213201 
1230302032 1320312013 2020322020 2123102210 2301130313 2310220322 3011220322 
1230302201 1320312020 2022302022 2130113211 2301130320 2310223011 3011223011 
1231021231 1321022132 2023031022 2132012132 2301132102 2310230132 3011230132 
1231023013 1321022301 2023120131 2132012301 2301203213 2310230301 3011230301 
1231023020 1321023023 2030131132 2132013023 2301203220 2310231023 3011231023 
1231030223 1321023030 2030131301 2132013030 2301231021 2310231030 3011231030 
1231030230 1321023103 2030132023 2132013103 2301301321 2310231103 3011231103 
1231030303 1321023110 2030132030 2132013110 2301320123 2310231110 3011231110 
1231030310 1321030313 2030132103 2132020313 2301320130 2310302223 3011302223 
1231031032 1321030320 2030132110 2132020320 2301320203 2310302230 3011302230 
1231031201 1321032102 2030321022 2132022102 2301320210 2310302303 3011302303 
1231103123 1321103213 2031023113 2201223012 2302022302 2310302310 3011302310 
1231103130 1321103220 2031023120 2201230302 2302023031 2310303032 3011303032 
1231103203 1321131021 2031310213 2201231031 2302030321 2310303201 3011303201 
1231103210 1321201321 2031310220 2201303202 2302103221 2310310322 3011310322 
1231122012 1321220123 2032012311 2202032202 2302301132 2310313011 3011313011 
1301131132 1321220130 2032201223 2203013211 2302301301 2310320132 3011320132 
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1301131301 1321220203 2032201230 2210223021 2302302023 2310320301 
1301132023 1321220210 2032201303 2210230311 2302302030 2310321023 
1301132030 2012113123 2032201310 2210303211 2302302103 2310321030 
1301132103 2012113130 2032202032 2211032211 2302302110 2310321103 
1301132110 2012113203 2032202201 2230112223 2303012223 2310321110 
1301321022 2012113210 2102211321 2230112230 2303012230 2311031223 
1302023113 2012132012 2102230123 2230112303 2303012303 2311031230 
1302023120 2012202312 2102230130 2230112310 2303012310 2311031303 
1302310213 2012230113 2102230203 2230113032 2303013032 2311031310 
1302310220 2012230120 2102230210 2230113201 2303013201 2311032032 
1303012311 2012301231 2102302132 2230120322 2303020322 2311032201 
1303201223 2012303013 2102302301 2230123011 2303023011 2311230112 
3012303012 3023110313 3032121030 3123020310 3201313011 3212301130 
3012310302 3023110320 3032121103 3123021032 3201320132 3212301203 
3012311031 3023112102 3032121110 3123021201 3201320301 3212301210 
3013013123 3030122132 3102121313 3130113123 3201321023 3213011321 
3013013130 3030122301 3102121320 3130113130 3201321030 3213030123 
3013013203 3030123023 3102123102 3130113203 3201321103 3213030130 
3013013210 3030123030 3102130231 3130113210 3201321110 3213030203 
3013032012 3030123103 3102132013 3130132012 3202031223 3213030210 
3013102312 3030123110 3102132020 3130202312 3202031230 3213102132 
3013130113 3030130313 3102203131 3130230113 3202031303 3213102301 
3013130120 3030130320 3102230202 3130230120 3202031310 3213103023 
3013201231 3030132102 3102301313 3130301231 3202032032 3213103030 
3013203013 3030203213 3102301320 3130303013 3202032201 3213103103 
3013203020 3030203220 3102303102 3130303020 3202230112 3213103110 
3013210223 3030231021 3102310231 3130310223 3202303012 3213110313 
3013210230 3030301321 3102312013 3130310230 3202310302 3213110320 
3013210303 3030320123 3102312020 3130310303 3202311031 3213112102 
3013210310 3030320130 3103022132 3130310310 3203013123 3220122132 
3013211032 3030320203 3103022301 3130311032 3203013130 3220122301 
3013211201 3030320210 3103023023 3130311201 3203013203 3220123023 
3020221231 3031022302 3103023030 3131021313 3203013210 3220123030 
3020223013 3031023031 3103023103 3131021320 3203032012 3220123103 
3020223020 3031030321 3103023110 3131023102 3203102312 3220123110 
3020230223 3031103221 3103030313 3131030231 3203130113 3220130313 
3020230230 3031301132 3103030320 3131032013 3203130120 3220130320 
3020230303 3031301301 3103032102 3131032020 3203201231 3220132102 
3020230310 3031302023 3103103213 3131103131 3203203013 3220203213 
3020231032 3031302030 3103103220 3131130202 3203203020 3220203220 
3020231201 3031302103 3103131021 3131201313 3203210223 3220231021 
3020303123 3031302110 3103201321 3131201320 3203210230 3220301321 
3020303130 3032012223 3103220123 3131203102 3203210303 3220320123 
3020303203 3032012230 3103220130 3131210231 3203210310 3220320130 
3020303210 3032012303 3103220203 3131212013 3203211032 3220320203 
3020322012 3032012310 3103220210 3131212020 3203211201 3220320210 
3021032123 3032013032 3110312132 3201212223 3210221231 3221022302 
3021032130 3032013201 3110312301 3201212230 3210223013 3221023031 
3021032203 3032020322 3110313023 3201212303 3210223020 3221030321 
3021032210 3032023011 3110313030 3201212310 3210230223 3221103221 
3021320121 3032030132 3110313103 3201213032 3210230230 3221301132 
3022013212 3032030301 3110313110 3201213201 3210230303 3221301301 
3022301123 3032031023 3110320313 3201220322 3210230310 3221302023 
3022301130 3032031030 3110320320 3201223011 3210231032 3221302030 
3022301203 3032031103 3110322102 3201230132 3210231201 3221302103 
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3023011321 3032102223 3113201302 3201231023 3210303130 3222012223 
3023030123 3032102230 3113202031 3201231030 3210303203 3222012230 
3023030130 3032102303 3120131302 3201231103 3210303210 3222012303 
3023030203 3032102310 3120132031 3201231110 3210322012 3222012310 
3023030210 3032103032 3121023121 3201302223 3211032123 3222013032 
3023102132 3032103201 3123011231 3201302230 3211032130 3222013201 
3023102301 3032110322 3123013013 3201302303 3211032203 3222020322 
3023103023 3032113011 3123013020 3201302310 3211032210 3222023011 
3023103030 3032120132 3123020223 3201303032 3211320121 3222030132 
3023103103 3032120301 3123020230 3201303201 3212013212 3222030301 
3023103110 3032121023 3123020303 3201310322 3212301123 3222031023 
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